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“THEY’VE KILLED
THE F-22”
I

Loh and Behold
From the late 1980s onwards, one officer working on ATF issues was
Lieutenant General (later, General) John Michael Loh. Long before
he took over Tactical Air Command in March 1991 — overseeing its
transformation into Air Combat Command — Loh conducted studies of
future fighter needs.
Loh dwelled on “return on investment”, or ROI. If the United States
was going to sink billions into a quantum technological leap, Loh
argued, it was imperative to manufacture the new fighter in sufficient
numbers to make it economical.
Loh told AIR International: “No business spends billions to develop a
product expecting a handsome return over a long production cycle and
then terminates the programme after only a few hundred. I endured
this graveyard spiral of dwindling numbers causing increased unit
costs with the B-2 Spirit bomber to the point that we spent as much
to develop it as we spent on production. The B-2 cycle was a gross
violation of ROI.”
The Raptor attained initial operational capability on December 15,
2005. In 2007, I visited the Virginia Air National Guard at Richmond
airport. Colonel Jay Pearsall’s 192nd Fighter Wing was preparing to
surrender its base and its F-16 Fighting Falcons to move to Langley Air
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t would be wrong to use the past tense when speaking of the
Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor. The superfighter is waging war
today and will be with us for decades.
Still, in important ways, the F-22 has witnessed its own birth
and death. For practical purposes, the Raptor was born on
October 31, 1986 and died on July 21, 2009.
On the earlier date, the Pentagon selected two aircraft as
candidates for its Advanced Tactical Fighter, or ATF, programme.
On the later date, the United States Senate followed the lead of
President Barack Obama and Defense Secretary Robert Gates by
voting 58-40 to kill future purchases of F-22s.
Conceived to fight a nuclear-armed Soviet Union and blooded in
unorthodox battle with the Islamic State, the F-22 overcame criticism
and fiscal hurdles to evolve into a superb air-to-air platform. It reached
maturity after being over cost, behind schedule, and fraught with
technical glitches.
Once the Soviet threat ended, critics argued the F-22 programme
needed to be reined in.
Much of the verbal flak was hurled about after the Lockheed (later,
Lockheed Martin) aircraft was selected in preference to the NorthropMcDonnell YF-23.
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Force Base, Virginia, to join the F-22 force.
“We’re not being assimilated by the active duty force,” Pearsall
told me. “We will not wear their patches.” Pearsall would be in
“partnership” with the active-duty 1st Fighter Wing (FW). No
boundaries would be drawn because of a pilot’s active-duty or Guard
status. Some F-22s owned by the active-duty wing, commanded by
Colonel (later, Major General) Mark Barrett, would doff their FF (for
‘Fighting First’) tail code and adopt a VA tail code (the abbreviation
used for the state of Virginia). All of the promises made to Pearsall
were based on a production total of 381 aircraft. Most were never
fulfilled and only one F-22 was given the VA tail code.
Pearsall and his airmen were being betrayed.
While Washington agonised, the “fifth generation” fighter became
visible on ramps. On December 12, 2007, General John Corley,
the boss at Air Combat Command, officially declared F-22s of the
integrated active-duty 1st FW and Virginia Air National Guard 192nd
FW fully operational — three years after the first Raptor delivery to the
Virginia base.
Interviewed for this article, Corley ruminated upon the pressures on
1st Fighter Wing commander Colonel Barrett to forge a combat outfit
with what Corley remembered as “too few airplanes and too much
demand”.
A combat wing typically had three or four flying squadrons. Barrett’s
ended up with two, plus the Guard unit, which owns no aircraft but
demands plenty of resources. The 27th Fighter Squadron (FS) ‘Fighting
Eagles’, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel James Heller, took delivery

and a new bomber.
Among luminaries attending Gates’ swearing-in were Secretary
of the Air Force Michael Wynne and Chief of Staff of the Air Force
General Michael ‘Buzz’ Moseley. Theirs was a “true partnership”,
Wynne told AIR International. Both sensed from day one that Gates
was unhappy with the air force — and with them.
Gates came to the Pentagon, “absolutely convinced that we in the
air force were not supporting the troops in the field”, Wynne told AIR
International. “He was single-minded that we were not in support of
the army. I did not realise until then how ‘single-dimension’ he was.
He discounted the good things we were doing in Iraq — the Predator
[drone] and so on.”
Moseley was a fighter pilot and an experienced, smart, shrewd player
in Washington’s military-industrial infrastructure. He was a persuasive
advocate for the F-22, a new bomber, a new helicopter and a new
tanker. None of these aircraft fitted Gates’ priority — which was Iraq.
Nor did Wynne and Moseley. They had a larger vision. The
nation, Moseley believed, could handle Iraq and Afghanistan without
surrendering its readiness to wage a near-peer war with a modern
nation-state.
In an interview with AIR International, Lieutenant General Thomas
McInerney, a former commander of US Air Force units in the UK,
remembered knowing Moseley “since he was a captain” and spoke
of “the tank”, the secure Pentagon conference room where the Joint
Chiefs meet.
McInerney told AIR International Moseley “had a keen mind that
retained every detail of an issue, plus the skill to impart the information
concisely”.

in 2005 of the first combat-coded F-22 (serial number 03-4042). The
94th FS ‘Hat in the Ring’ received its first F-22 (serial number 04-4062)
on March 3, 2006.
Plans to retain the third flying outfit at Langley, the 71st FS ‘Ironmen’
as an F-15C Eagle unit, quickly became too complicated after Virginia
Guardsmen refused to kowtow. The 71st was deactivated in 2010.
The three active-duty squadrons, once scheduled to each receive 24
Raptors, had become two squadrons, each equipped with 18 Primary
Aircraft Authorised (PAA).
“We knew we were going to end up with fewer airplanes and fewer
squadrons but more mouths to feed,” Corley told AIR International. As
for the new F-22s, “we were flying the wheels off of them. We had
a programme called ‘Ready Alaska’, in which we trained pilots and
maintainers for the next Raptor base. That, of course, was Elmendorf.”
Soon, the Langley-based 1st FW faced added pressures assisting in the
formation of an F-22 wing at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico.
It was an expensive and short-lived detour. Holloman received its first
Raptor in 2006 and gave up its last in a major reshuffle on April 8, 2014.
Holloman’s assets were used to bolster the Raptor presence at Tyndall Air
Force Base, Florida (see American Hornets p46-49).

“Buzz could go into the tank and give a two-minute summary
of why Gates was wrong on an issue,” McInerney said. “He could
articulate things and get to the bottom line. Because he had the ability
to articulate things so well, it frustrated Gates, who wanted to use the
air force and the navy as cash cows [to shift funds to ground warfare in
Iraq]. Moseley was a threat to Gates.”
The Virginia Guardsmen felt the knife twist in their wound when one
of their leaders (not Pearsall) visited Langley and was told that one-third
of the Guardsmen who were giving up ownership of aircraft, a beloved
airbase, and in some cases their long-time homes would maintain and
fly F-15s, not F-22s.
“That’s not what we were promised,” the Guard officer said.
“You don’t get a choice here.”
“Oh, yes, we do. Look at your support on Capitol Hill and look at
ours.”
“Some of your pilots will have to fly F-15s.”
“Ain’t going to happen.”
The Guardsman was right. It didn’t. Instead, the 71st FS folded. The
pressures at Langley — too few airframes, too many sorties needed, too
many people to be trained — persisted.

Enter Gates

“Full of himself”

Jim Haseltine

Issues at Langley

Robert Gates took office as Secretary of Defense on December 18,
2006. That day, I requested an interview with him.
The air force had been shrinking for a decade and a half in the
aftermath of Desert Storm, the Persian Gulf War (in 1991). Before
Gates, air force leaders hoped their shrinking, decrepit inventory of
warplanes could be recapitalised. What was needed most? The Raptor

Gates was preoccupied with counter-insurgency. “He said we
were dragging our feet,” Lieutenant General David Deptula told AIR
International. “In fact, the air force leadership was fully committed to
counter-insurgency but saw it as one part of a spectrum of capabilities.”
The F-22 had the potential to be a long-range, land-based strategic
asset, suited for a near-peer war with Russia, China, Iran, North Korea,
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or any adversary with an integrated air
defence network.
Gates was “arrogant” and “full of
himself”, Deptula said. The Defense
Secretary had “myopic vision that clouded
his ability to see his responsibilities”. Gates
was “not malicious”, Deptula said, but
failed to see the importance of near-peer
warfare and strategic air power.
After years of controversy, the F-22
was performing well in 2007. Air force
leaders were looking ahead to long-delayed
recapitalisation.
Gates, however, remained focused on
fighting small wars rather than preparing
for big ones. As a result, mine-resistant,
armour protected vehicles, Predator and
Reaper drones, the MC-12W Project Liberty
surveillance aircraft (a derivative of the
Hawker Beechcraft King Air 350), and
the hapless C-27J Spartan airlifter were
developed and put into service. Gates also pushed for the “battlefield
airman”, a blue-suiter who would fight not in the sky but on the
ground. Airmen found themselves relegated to ground convoy duty.

later surfaced with a legal action against
the manufacturer of his F-15. His lawsuit
went to the heart of the question air force
investigators immediately needed to sort out:
was the problem caused by age and fatigue,
or by a fault in manufacturing the aircraft?
Perversely, a manufacturing flaw would
be a blessing. The alternative was an entire
fleet falling apart from geriatric ills.
I’ve talked with Stilwell several times
but as recently as June 2015 he did not
want to be interviewed on the record. By
spring 2008, a combination of fixes and reexamination of the problem returned all but
a couple of dozen Eagles to airworthy status.
The official verdict was a manufacturing
flaw. The fighter inventory was not dying of
old age — not yet.
The big scare was a false alarm — for the
time being.
In January 2008, Gates publicly used an
argument against the F-22 that later came up repeatedly. The F-22 was
not useful, Gates said, because it was not being used in Iraq.
The Raptor was intended for a different kind of warfare, but it could
make a contribution in the Middle East and would, in fact, do so
seven years later. Gates neglected to say the F-22 had been taken to a
weapons range in the United Arab Emirates and had demonstrated its
capabilities without a glitch. Gates also failed to say that Wynne and
Moseley had proposed deploying the F-22
to the combat zone several times and had
been turned down, by Gates and Joint Chiefs
Chairman, Admiral Michael Mullen.
Wynne and Moseley knew they were
expected to support administration policy.
They also knew that, if asked by lawmakers,
they were required ethically and by law to
give a personal opinion, even if it differed
from policy. They explained policy and gave
opinions in private meetings and public
testimony on Capitol Hill in spring 2008.
That spring, Wynne sensed his job was in
jeopardy. Moseley did not.
A report prepared for Deputy Secretary of
Defense Gordon England concluded fielding
381 F-22s would be detrimental to overall
US force structure. This prompted a meeting
in Gates’ office.

Nuclear Mishap

US Air Force

An incident on August 29-30, 2007 became part of the F-22 saga
because it gave Gates a reason — or an excuse — to sack two of the
strongest advocates for the Raptor.
Major General Richard Newton III
told reporters how five “key procedural
breakdowns” resulted in a B-52H
Stratofortress carrying six AGM-129 cruise
missiles that hadn’t been stripped of their
W80-1 nuclear warheads.
Wynne — who’d been telling Capitol
Hill about the need for 381 Raptors —
publicly acknowledged the “serious error”
that allowed the nuclear-tipped AGM-129s
to be loaded on to a B-52H at Minot Air
Force Base, North Dakota.
After the incident, five officers were
relieved of duty, including a wing
commander. Newton said the mishap “was
an isolated incident and that the weapons
never left the custody of airmen”.
Key figures in Washington told Wynne
the matter had been handled well. By the
end of 2007, Wynne and Moseley believed
the unfortunate mistake with the cruise
missiles was now history.
They were wrong.
In November 2007, the press focused on new technical problems
with the F-22 including leaks, corrosion and structural weakness. At
the same time supporters of the plane, including the industry team
behind it, touted the F-22 as an ISR platform (intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance).
Starting in 2007 and dragging into 2008, an apparent strong reason
arose to recapitalise the air force. It was the
scare that convinced Wynne, Moseley and
others that existing aircraft were falling apart.
It began on November 2, 2007. Major
Stephen Stilwell was piloting an F-15C
Eagle (serial number 80-0034) over
Missouri countryside. A Southwest Airlines
Boeing 737 pilot fulfilling his Air National
Guard duty, Stilwell was thrown into a
“sudden, hellish maelstrom”, according
to a Washington Post account. Without
warning, Stilwell’s aircraft fell apart around
him. In seconds, he made the transition
from normal flight to plummeting earthward
inside a nose section no longer attached to
wings, rear fuselage, engines, or tail.
Stilwell ejected.
The canopy of Stilwell’s F-15C struck
him in mid-air. His seat absorbed some
of the impact, sparing him what otherwise
would have been fatal injury. Stilwell

With the Boss

US Air Force

“I was sitting in his office with Buzz,”
Wynne told this magazine. “Gates told
me the F-22 wasn’t needed because we would never go to war with
our competitor nations”, such as Russia and China. But Wynne was
worried Moscow and Beijing were exporting sophisticated air defence
systems to Third World nations that America might fight. “I told him
we were not at war with the Russians when my brother was shot down
over Vietnam by a Russian anti-aircraft missile.”
Wynne’s older sibling, Lieutenant Patrick Edward Wynne, was one of
two airmen aboard an F-4C Phantom II shot
down and killed near Kep in North Vietnam
on August 8, 1966.
“We were summarily dismissed from
the meeting. Outside in the hallway, I told
Buzz, ‘I think Gates knows now that it’s his
personal mission to fight the air force’.”
In spring 2008, the two air force leaders
met in the office of Senator Ted Stevens,
Republican from Alaska and Senator Daniel
Inouye, Democrat from Hawaii, powerful
figures in the appropriations process and
staunch F-22 supporters.
Stevens would soon be indicted (on July
29, 2008) on unrelated corruption charges.
That spring, however, he loomed as a
powerful force in Washington. Inouye did
too. “They were with us,” Wynne said. But
elsewhere in the Capitol, Wynne detected
hints that support was eroding.
Moseley didn’t see it. A master at

Above: Former Secretary of the Air Force, Michael Wynne.
Above middle: Former Chief of Staff of the Air Force, General Norton ‘Nortie’ Schwartz.
Top: Former Chief of Staff of the Air Force, General Michael ‘Buzz’ Moseley.
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digesting detail and explaining complex issues to others, Moseley was
impervious to what was about to happen to him.
Wynne said: “In May 2008, I told Buzz, ‘within two weeks one or
both of us is going to be ﬁred’.”
The Senate Armed Services Committee was ﬁnalising an
appropriations bill that supported the air force leaders and their quest
for 381 F-22s. It was the last year in which Congress would authorise
F-22 purchases.
“Buzz looked at me in shock,” continued Wynne. “I don’t think
Buzz understood how serious a divide we had put between us and the
Secretary’s ofﬁce.”
Wynne could imagine being accused of insubordination. Moseley
could not. It never occurred to either that a nuclear incident the
previous year would be used against them.

Suddenly, without warning, and without doing it face-to-face, Gates
sacked Wynne and Moseley on June 5, 2008.
The ofﬁcial reason was a series of incidents in which nuclear
components were mishandled, especially the Minot AGM-129 mishap.
Beneath the surface lay a different reason for the dismissals. Gates
saw the air force leaders as obsessed with F-22 Raptor and F-35
Lightning II stealth warplanes and wanted the focus to be on Iraq.
Pentagon leaders are often faulted for preparing for the last war.
Gates was preparing for the current one. He criticised the US brass for
what he called “next-war-it-is”. He lambasted “the propensity of much
of the defence establishment to be in favour of acquiring what might be
needed in a future conﬂict”.
General Norton ‘Nortie’ Schwartz became chief of staff on August
1, 2008. He and his staff inherited a plan for 381 Raptors. Schwartz
travelled to my hometown to visit me soon after taking ofﬁce and said
he hoped for an adequate number of F-22s.
Michael Donley, who replaced Wynne, and Schwartz had been on
duty for six months when Obama, a Democrat, was inaugurated on
January 20, 2009. One of Obama’s ﬁrst decisions was to retain Gates,
a Republican.
Donley and Schwartz were widely viewed as interim leaders with
little clout in Washington. One critic, who was kindly disposed toward
Schwartz, called him, “the Jimmy Carter of chiefs of staff”. McInerney
told AIR International: “When they got Nortie, they got the weakest
guy they could have.”

Peer Problems

On June 4, 2008 — the day before the axe fell — Deptula, then
air force deputy chief of staff for intelligence, surveillance and
reconnaissance (ISR), talked to me about the F-22.
“We need to keep up with peers,” said Deptula. Russia had six
aircraft production lines, including four that assembled variants of the
Sukhoi Su-27/Su-35 Flanker and Su-34 Fullback ﬁghters.
Deptula said China also had six combat aircraft production lines,
turning out various ﬁghters including the J-11B version of the Su-27
and the J-8 Finback.
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programme would continue as planned.
At Gates’ urging, a halt to production of the F-22 became policy
in the Obama administration and enjoyed the support of Obama’s
recent rival for the presidency, Senator John McCain, Republican from
Arizona.
The Senate voted 58-40 to delete F-22s from the budget on July 21,
2009.
“They’ve done it,” Deptula said to a colleague. “They’ve killed the
F-22.”
Gates, who’d always said he’d taken the top Pentagon job
reluctantly, used his ﬁnal days, he said later, to argue for strong
defence. Having weakened the air force, cancelled the F-22, and
remained distracted by Iraq, Gates was suddenly a hawk. “I used
my public speeches to warn Americans about the consequences of
signiﬁcant reductions in defence capabilities,” wrote the man who’d
killed the Raptor in his memoir, Duty.
To write this article, I renewed my 2007 request
for an interview with Gates. I received no
response. Robert F Dorr

To Schwartz’s enormous credit, he brought dignity, decency and
effort to an impossible situation. The only air force chief in decades
who was not a ﬁghter pilot, Schwartz made one last, valiant attempt to
get enough F-22s.
Jackie Henningsen, director of studies and analysis on the air staff,
presided over a classiﬁed study that concluded that 272 Raptors
was the smallest acceptable number consistent with strategic needs.
This would permit ten squadrons of 24 aircraft — one for each air
expeditionary component — with a handful of additional airframes for
backup and training.
“They took this number to Schwartz and he said it was too high,”
Deptula told AIR International. “So we got rid of the backup and
training capacity and settled on 240 as the number we were going to
ask for. No ﬁghter had ever before been manufactured in such small
numbers.”
Schwartz fought for this number. Gates would have none of it.
He wanted to shut down the Marietta production line at the earliest
practicable juncture.
Donley and Schwartz were pressured — very possibly, ordered —
to co-author ‘Moving Beyond the F-22’, an humiliating Washington
Post op-ed piece on April 13, 2009 that signalled surrender to Gates’
priorities. Production of the F-22 would end not at 381 airframes, nor
at 272, nor at 240, but at 187. The leaders would “not recommend
that F-22s be included in the ﬁscal 2010 defence budget”. The F-35

This article is adapted from material that will appear in
the book Air Power Abandoned,
by Robert F Dorr, to be published in the spring 2016
by Autumn Dog Publications.
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Impossible Situation

L
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ifting off the 10,008ft runway at Tyndall Air Force Base,
a greyish Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor points its nose
toward the brilliant yellow orb of the sun and climbs
above Florida’s Emerald Coast.
Lieutenant William Meedon performs a last-minute
check of the routine stuff — wheels up, systems
working, oxygen flowing — and heads out over the Gulf
of Mexico.
With a second Raptor in formation with him, Lt
Meedon, an instructor, is performing a routine flight in
what he calls, “a fighter that no one else in the world can match”.
Until May 2015 Lt Meedon was a member of the 43rd Fighter
Squadron ‘American Hornets’, the formal training unit (FTU)
commanded by Lt Col William Creeden that trains all F-22 pilots for
combat-coded units.
“For getting in time and rehearsing your skills, you can fly it when

you have bad LO,” said Lt Meedon, referring to the low observables
(LO) or stealth features that render the F-22 difficult to spot on radar.
“In early days the LO was not holding up as well as it should. Those
days are past but every airframe still has an occasional bad LO day.
When that happens it isn’t war capable, but you can still perform
training flights.”

Fly and Fight

Most of the time, the squadron’s Raptors are ready to fly and
fight. And while the unit is a schoolhouse, reporting to Air Combat
Command, it can deploy combat-ready aircraft and instructor pilots in
a crisis.
That isn’t likely, but air force officials are always conscious of how
few Raptors they have and how valuable they are. Moreover, the 43rd
Fighter Squadron (FS) shares the base with a combat-coded F-22 unit.
The 95th FS ‘Mr Bones’ was reactivated on October 11, 2013 and
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nothing in the world today that can touch it.
“It’s not the perfect tool for a low-threat, counter-insurgency situation
as in Syria and Iraq, but it is proving valuable there. Against a modern
nation state with an integrated air defence system and double-digit
surface-to-air missile (SAM) systems, it would be not just valuable but
essential.”
The Russian NPO Almaz S-300 long-range surface-to-air missile was
given the NATO codename SA-10 Grumble: the first with a double-digit.
Officials at Tyndall told AIR International that F-22 mission capable
rates in April 2015 were 79%, above the 75% air force-wide goal.
The mission of an FTU, to prepare a pilot for his or her service
aircraft, is always taxing. From the beginning, the 43rd FS has faced
challenges because of the high ratio of pilots to airframes in the F-22
fleet, caused primarily by active-duty and Air National Guard pilots
being assigned to the same aircraft.
As happened elsewhere in the F-22 community, the 43rd FS has
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commanded by Lt Col Erick Gilbert and was deployed to the Middle
East in May 2015. Both squadrons report to the 325th Fighter Wing
(FW), commanded by Col Derek France.
Also part of the wing is the 2nd Fighter Training Squadron (FTS)
‘American Beagles’, which operates T-38C Talons to conduct adversary
training for F-22 pilots. The 2nd FTS commander is Lt Col Derek
Wyler.
Co-located with the two active-duty F-22 units is the 301st FS
assigned to the 44th Fighter Group, Air Force Reserve Command. The
301st FS, which traces its history to the Tuskegee Airmen of World War
Two, provides pilots and instructors.
It is a reserve associate squadron, has no F-22 Raptors assigned and
uses jets assigned to the 43rd FS.
Referring to the superfighter that is no longer as controversial as it
once was, Lt Meedon said: “Notwithstanding the bugs that happened
along the way, the technology in the F-22 absolutely works. There’s
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overcome early technical
difficulties with LO and a
prolonged series of issues involving the
F-22’s on-board oxygen system.
As planned from the beginning, the squadron relies heavily —
far more than FTUs for other aircraft types — on a major portion of
training time being spent in simulators rather than cockpits.

Austin
Skelley, Ryan
Shelhorse, Marcus
McGinn and Dan Dickinson.
From the beginning, the task of training F-22 pilots
required a high tempo of sorties and extraordinary
amounts of simulator time. A structural issue that involved
the Virginia Air National Guard confounded early plans for the
first combat-coded unit, the 1st FW at Langley Air Force Base,
Virginia — and, ultimately, made the 43rd’s job more difficult.
Officials knew from the beginning that they were not going to
get as many F-22s as they wanted. One solution was to ask Langley
to operate a wing that would employ two aircraft types. It would have
two squadrons of F-22s and one of F-15s. The idea was eventually put
into effect but never worked well and has since been abandoned.
When Virginia’s Guardsmen gave up the base they had used since
just after World War Two — Sandston Field, part of Richmond airport
— and the F-16 Fighting Falcons they owned, they were promised that
by moving to Langley and no longer having ownership of the aircraft
they used, they would have the opportunity to fly the most advanced
fighter in the world.
But, then, active-duty officers told the Virginian Guardsmen that
some of them would have to fly with the third squadron at Langley, the
one using F-15C Eagles.
In 2012, it was announced that the 7th FS assigned to the 49th Wing
based at Holloman Air Force Base was to move hundreds of its F-22
support personnel and aircraft to Tyndall, in the spring of 2013. A
move made to comply with the air force F-22 fleet consolidation plan.
The then 49th Wing commander at Holloman was Harrigian, the
former CO of the 43rd FS. It is easy to wonder if Harrigian felt shortchanged: he had been with the F-22 almost from the beginning and
had risen to command a combat wing only to see F-22 production
shut down and the 49th Wing given a new mission.
Today, the long story of the fight for more F-22s is over but the 43rd
FS continues to train those who will serve in a fleet that is smaller and

FTU Beginnings

The saga of the 43rd FS and its F-22 training mission began on
September 26, 2003, when Lt Col (now Maj Gen) Jeffrey Harrigian
delivered the 18th Raptor (serial number 01-4018) to Tyndall.
Maj Gen Harrigian was the squadron’s first commander (following
its demise as an F-15 Eagle unit in Alaska and rebirth on the Florida
shore) and its first to fly the F-22, the second being Maj Keith Luzynski.
At the time — from 2000 to 2005 — the aircraft was designated
F/A-22 in a bid to emphasise that it has both air-to-air and air-toground capabilities.
In 2004, the then air force Chief of Staff Gen John Jumper became
the first and only US Air Force service chief to train with the 43rd FS to
qualify in the F/A-22.
Critics said it was a waste of taxpayer dollars for the air force’s
member of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to qualify in a new fighter.
In an interview with the author in 2003, Lt Col Mike Stapleton, the then
43rd FS Director of Operations, said: “Our mindset from the very get-go is
to shoot it down if it’s in the sky or blow it up if it’s on the ground. Our job
is to gain access to the adversary, whatever that means. Our job is to gain
access, whether the target is on the ground or in the air.”
The real job, though, was training, and some wondered if Tyndall
was ready for it.
New buildings and a new taxiway were built to support what was
then called the F/A-22.
At first, new Raptor trainees arriving in Tyndall were seasoned pilots
with experience on other fighters.
Many had flown the F-16 Fighting Falcon, which, like the F-22, has
a right-hand side-stick controller rather than a control stick between
the pilot’s legs as on the F-15.
In 2008, Tyndall welcomed its first cadre of F-22 pilots with no
previous operational experience in a fighter. All went first to fighter
fundamentals school at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, followed by
F-22 lead-in training in two-seat F-16s at Luke Air Force Base, Arizona.
The lieutenants selected as the first “green” Raptor pilots were
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more closely
consolidated than was once
planned.
In a sense, the squadron is at a
crossroads. A combination of military needs, policy
decisions and funding measures will determine how fully the
squadron continues to prepare airmen to fly and fight in the F-22.

Ongoing Training

In Fiscal Year 2014, the 43rd FS graduated 23 Raptor pilots, short
of a goal of 38. The air force expected to graduate 30 in 2015, well
short of the 42 its force-structure calls for. The basic course, called the
B course, for a student new to tactical jet aviation, has been tailored
so that the student spends the maximum amount of time in simulators
and a minimum in the cockpit.
When a student straps in the F-22 cockpit for the first time, he or she
is witnessing something that’s off-limits to civilians, journalists, even
lawmakers. Decades after design work began on the Raptor only one
outsider has ever got up-close-and-personal with the instrument panel
and other details inside this majestic fighter.
When producers of the 2015 movie Aloha needed a cockpit shot
for storytelling purposes, actor Emma Stone, who plays Captain
Allison Ng in the film, put on a ‘green bag’ (flight suit) and received
considerable assistance climbing in. The location was Hickam Air
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Force Base, Hawaii. Stone
was sworn to secrecy.
She could sit in the cockpit for a
promotional portrait to plug the movie
but she could not talk about what she’d seen.
While in the aircraft, Stone used an evocative hand gesture to give
the Hawaiian greeting known as the “shaka”, which is popular in
Hawaiian surfing culture and means “hang loose”.
The unsatisfactory low level of entrants to the F-22 B course is
caused in part by a worldwide shortage of young people with an
interest in becoming pilots and in part by relentless budget pressures
over the past three to four years. Due to the latter, the F-22 basic
qualification syllabus has seen cuts and changes, particularly with the
number of fights students must make to graduate.
In the past, the new F-22 pilot was expected to complete 43 sorties.
This requirement was reduced to 38 in 2014 and is expected to be
reduced further if the federal budget process known as sequestration
continues to take its toll.
A noteworthy policy change at the top occurred on May 16 when
President Barack Obama, speaking at the US Coast Guard Academy in
New London, Connecticut, told new ensigns that Congress must put an
end to sequestration if it wants him to sign bills sent to the White House.
Tyndall continues to be an amenable place to live, train and fly.
Blessed with good weather and abundant facilities, the base is considered
key to the future of the US Air Force — and that’s especially true
of the 43rd FS with its unique training mission. Robert F Dorr
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OVERCOMING
THE CHALLENGES
T

he Lockheed Martin F-22 Raptor became a combat
veteran on September 23, 2014. That night, four
Raptors were part of a strike package that spent
two hours travelling 1,200 miles (1,931km) to
attack an Islamic State (IS) facility near Aleppo in
Syria. The event occurred a month after President
Barack Obama authorised the use of military force
against IS. It kicked off an aerial campaign that has
vindicated high-tech weaponry but is criticised as
being too miserly in magnitude to have much effect.
The criticism is based on numbers. Just six F-22s are deployed to
the combat zone at a time. During Operation Desert Storm, the 1991
Persian Gulf War, all US and allied forces averaged 1,241 sorties per
day. During Operation Inherent Resolve, the effort against IS, all US
and allied forces are averaging 12 sorties per day. Moreover, because
of stiﬂing rules of engagement, about half of these ﬂights end with
aircraft returning to base with unexpended munitions.
It may be a small-scale operation, but the combat debut of the
Raptor was an overdue triumph for the diamond-winged, stealthy
superﬁghter that spent a decade being trashed by critics. The F-22 was
soaking the US taxpayer, the sceptics said. The F-22 was dangerous to
ﬂy, claimed those affected by the Raptor’s short-lived and overblown
(no pun intended) oxygen system issues.
Once committed to battle, the F-22s were assigned to be ready
in the event of the Syrian Air Force responding to the attack. Syria’s
air defence network attempted to track the strike package but took
no action against it. The F-22s then drew the task of maintaining
communication across the battlespace. A source told AIR International
that on a subsequent mission F-22s used their air-to-ground capability.
Lieutenant General William Mayville, director of operations for the
Joint Chiefs of Staff and a US Army ofﬁcer, told reporters: “What we
were looking at were the effects we wanted to see on the target areas
and what platforms in the region would be best suited to do that. We
had a large menu of targets to strike and we chose from there. Really,
it’s less the platform than the effects we seek.”
The F-22s belonged to the 27th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron. In
view of IS’s practice of brutally executing prisoners, the US Air Force
is unusually secretive about the names of the airmen participating in
the operation. And because of host-country political sensitivities, the
service has never acknowledged the locations from which warplanes
operate in the Middle East.

An F-22 Raptor refuels from a KC-135R Stratotanker over the Atlantic Ocean
during a mission from Langley Air Force Base. MSgt Jeremy Lock/US Air Force
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Although Raptors had previously deployed to Al Dhafra Air Base in
the United Arab Emirates, those involved in the first wave of combat
operations apparently took off from Al Udeid Air Base in Qatar, the
base for the KC-10 Extenders that refuelled them. Both bases are just
across the Persian Gulf from Iran, which has been supporting Shiite
forces in Iraq and Syria fighting against IS.

‘Enhance Everybody Else’

General Herbert ‘Hawk’ Carlisle, the boss of Air Combat Command,
told reporters on June 1 that no missions into Syria happen without the
F-22 playing a pivotal role. The F-22 uses its capabilities “to enhance
everybody else”, Gen Carlisle said at a breakfast with journalists. “It’s
amazing what that airplane can do.”
He cited “its ability to get there, its sensor suite, its ability to pass
information”, the way the F-22 can defend a strike package and attack
targets on the ground – and spoke of a 12-hour mission where an F-22
pilot “switched to different roles numerous times” doing strikes and
escort while refuelling from a tanker “about seven times”.
While others question the effectiveness of the air campaign, Gen
Carlisle spoke of inflicting grave damage on IS and “taking a serious
toll on their morale and capability”.
Raptors made their first overseas deployment to Kadena Air Base,
Okinawa, in 2007. A dozen at a time have been a presence there ever
since, and undertaken visits to South Korea.
Raptors have been travelling to the Middle East since 2009. Retired
Lieutenant General David Deptula said in an interview for this article:
“They were supposed to go in 2008 but were cancelled at the last
minute.”
In fact there were four separate occasions when F-22s were
scheduled to go to a warzone, only to have the deployment cancelled
by then Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Michael Mullen
on orders from then Defense Secretary Robert Gates.

F-22 RAPTOR COMBAT UNITS
1st Fighter Wing (FF tailcode)
Joint Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia
27th Fighter Squadron ‘Fighting Eagles’
94th Fighter Squadron ‘Hat in the Ring’
(Partnered with 149th Fighter Squadron)*
3rd Wing (AK tailcode)
Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska
90th Fighter Squadron ‘Pair o’ Dice’
525th Fighter Squadron ‘Bulldogs’
(Partnered with 302nd Fighter Squadron)**
154th Wing (HH tailcode)*
Joint Base Hickam-Pearl Harbor, Hawaii
199th Fighter Squadron ‘Mai Tais’*
(Partnered with 19th Fighter Squadron)
325th Fighter Wing (TY tailcode)
Tyndall Air Force Base, Florida

Above middle: Airman 1st Class Jennifer Craig and Australian Major Matthew Harper prepare an F-22 Raptor for departure from Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska.

95th Fighter Squadron ‘Mr Bones’
(Partnered with 301st Fighter Squadron)**

Senior Airman Cynthia Spalding/US Air Force
Top left: A crew chief looks over her tools before preparing an F-22 Raptor for a training
mission at Nellis Air Force Base. TSgt Michael Holzworth/US Air Force

*Air National Guard **Air Force Reserve Command
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When the F-22 participated in Exercise Iron Falcon, similar to
the better-known Red Flag exercises, at the United Arab Emirates
Air Warfare Center at Al Dhafra in November and December 2009,
Raptor advocates were discouraged from publicising the event. A
single F-22 appeared at the Dubai Air Show that November, but even
then publicity was minimal. Both the cancelled deployments and
the shroud over successes on the UAE weapons range prompted F-22
supporters to believe their bosses wanted them to fail.
That first appearance in the Middle East did not escape the notice of
Iran, which called the presence of the superfighter “provocative”.
No doubt for understandable reasons, no Raptors reside
permanently anywhere among the 800 overseas bases the United
States has maintained overseas since the end of the Cold War.

Three Main Bases

Paul Ridgway

Three words: Langley, Elmendorf and Hickam.
Mention those names to anyone who flies or maintains the F-22 and
recognition is instant.
They’re the military airfields in Virginia, Alaska and Hawaii,
where combat-coded F-22s live, and from where they venture on
deployments to world trouble spots. A fourth location, Tyndall Air
Force Base in Florida, is home to one F-22 combat squadron and a
training unit (see American Hornets, p46-49).
On October 1, 2010, as part of a larger consolidation, Langley Air
Force Base was combined with the US Army’s nearby Fort Eustis to
become Joint Base Langley-Eustis, or JBLE. In addition to hosting two
active-duty F-22 squadrons, JBLE’s 1st Fighter Wing is home to two
Raptor flying units and the F-22 Raptor Demo Team, which travels all
over the world performing manoeuvres used in air combat and is the
only unit to showcase the F-22.
The second main base to receive the Raptor was Elmendorf Air Force
Base, Alaska, renamed Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson in 2010. On
November 10 that year, an F-22 of the 525th Fighter Squadron at the
base was lost in a fatal crash near the town of Cantwell. The pilot,
Captain Jeffrey Haney, went down, according to an accident board,
because of a malfunction with the engines’ bleed air system that
caused other systems aboard the Raptor to shut down abruptly. This
was the third crash of a Raptor and the first hull loss of an F-22 in an
operational squadron. When controversy flared in ensuing years over
the Raptor’s on-board oxygen system – now resolved – officials insisted
it was not a factor in Haney’s crash.
When the first pair of Raptors arrived at Hickam Air Force Base,
Hawaii, on July 9, 2010, a press release touted a strengthening of US
war readiness in the Pacific. Hickam, too, underwent a name change
and is now Joint Base Pearl Harbor-Hickam.
Pilots from the Pacific Air Forces’ 19th Fighter Squadron and the
Hawaii Air National Guard 199th Fighter Squadron fly the aircraft and
a combination of Guardsmen and active-duty airmen maintain them.
General Craig McKinley, head of the National Guard Bureau – and
the first and only four-star general in Air National Guard history –
proclaimed the F-22 to be a “crown jewel”. He used the same term for
what he called the “type of team spirit” shared by active-duty airmen
and Guardsmen. Hickam is the only location where the Guard owns
F-22s and the facilities that support them.

Flying the F-22

Conversations with several F-22 Raptor pilots – none of whom
wanted to be named – paint a picture of mixed feelings about the
aircraft. No pilot dislikes the fighter to which he is assigned, but
the F-22 arouses at least partial negatives from some, and not solely
because of the now-resolved oxygen system issue. The reliance on,
and occasional failure of, digital software makes some uncomfortable.
Work on the F-22 design dates back to 1986. That’s when the
Common Integrated Processor (CIP) began to evolve. That year, the
IBM 286 computer was just coming into use with the general public.
The CIP became the ‘brain’ of the Raptor’s avionics system but was a
bane to the first generation of pilots, who were born in the stick-andrudder age. Thinking not about what was possible but about what
might only be dreamed of, engineers sketched out the future F-22 to
meet computing goals that seemed unattainable.
One engineer paraphrased a famous truism by science fiction giant
Arthur C Clarke: “If a distinguished scientist tells you it can’t be done,
he is probably wrong. If a techno-nerd at Lockheed says it can be
achieved, he is probably right.”
For instance, a fibre-optic transmitter and receiver, part of the display
avionics, was roughly the size of half a sheet of paper in 1986. Four
years later that same computational power had been shrunk to roughly

Above: Weapons loaders assigned to Virginia Air National Guard’s 192nd Maintenance Group inspect a universal ammunition loading system at Langley Air Force Base.
MSgt Carlos Claudio/US Air Force
Above middle: A crew chief signals the pilot to prepare to taxi on the flight line at Kadena Air Base, Japan during a deployment to the Okinawa base. The airman and aircraft are assigned to
the 525th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron based at Joint Base Elmendorf-Richardson, Alaska. Airman 1st Class Maeson Elleman/US Air Force
Opposite bottom: A maintainer removes a panel from an F-22 Raptor in preparation to apply low observable coatings. Senior Airman Dana Hill/US Air Force
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the size of today’s computer disk. Today, it’s a thousandth of a grain
of sand. The engineers working on the future Raptor began to feel
confident they might achieve their ambitious goals.
Computational power has greatly changed all aspects of the F-22
programme, from design through manufacturing and the testing
and operational use of the aircraft. This is not an issue to a younger
generation of millennial F-22 pilots who are ‘natives’ born in the
digital age rather than ‘immigrants’ forced to make the transition into
a digital era.

Those pesky little electrons inside the F-22 gave pilots plenty of cause
for bar-room banter and late-night TV comedy hosts’ punchlines. On
April 10, 2006, a software glitch imprisoned Captain Brad Spears inside
his F-22 (serial number 03-4041) cockpit for five hours after landing.
Firefighters had to cut him out. Repairing the Raptor cost $182,000.
Another digital disaster forced 12 F-22s to turn back over the Pacific
because their on-board systems couldn’t cope with the International
Date Line. Engineers corrected the error at a cost of $200,000.
Some just don’t view the Raptor as their favourite. A few years
ago an F-22 squadron commander who had previously piloted the
F-15E Strike Eagle was offered a choice between a plum assignment
that would keep him in the F-22 and a different posting that would
return him to the F-15E. He chose the latter without hesitation, one
of at least two who made that choice because the Strike Eagle is more
comfortable, more versatile and, being more numerous, offers a greater
variety of potential duty postings.
The cockpit gets plenty of attention when pilots talk. It’s simply too
small. It was designed too small from the beginning and no way exists
to make it larger. Even before the advent of the bulky helmet-mounted
cueing system now in use, a Raptor pilot could rely on bumping
his head on the ceiling of the canopy (which is 140in/3.55m long,
45in/1.14m wide, 27in/680mm in height and weighs 360lb/158kg).
Lacking a canopy bow, the monolithic polycarbonate canopy gives
the pilot superb visibility, but the feeling of being cramped inside the
Raptor never goes away. With insufficient elbow-room, the layout
takes some getting used to. But pilots unfamiliar with the side-stick
controller, similar to the one on the F-16 Fighting Falcon, quickly
become accustomed.
A fully integrated radar and electronics system is a relatively recent
addition to today’s operational F-22s. Deptula told AIR International:
“The F-22 was limited to flying basic fighter manoeuvre missions

A physiology technician, tests a Reduced Oxygen Breathing Device which allows aero medical
personnel to discreetly reduce airflow for realistic pilot training on hypoxia awareness.
Senior Airman Austin Harvill/US Air Force
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An F-22 pilot who asked not to be named told AIR International
that “even without using the thrust-vectoring nozzles, you can fling
this thing all over the sky”. A Raptor pilot wants to fight beyond visual
range and to kill the enemy without ever seeing it, but if he must
manoeuvre, an F-22 pilot can do so better than anybody. “Deep in
our hearts, I think we really want a close-quarters knife fight,” the pilot
said. “Okay,” he added. “I admit it. We all want to be air aces.”

Wringing It Out

At least one F-22 pilot taxiing towards the runway hammerhead
discovered he was peering down at grass instead of concrete. He was
executing a routine, 90º turn along the edge of the taxiway. The F-22’s
nosewheel is behind the cockpit, meaning it’s possible for the pilot to
be over the grass while the aircraft is on concrete.
Once the pilot is okay with the software and the confined interior, and
actually in the air (after a take-off run no longer than that of other fighters),
the F-22 can fly and fight like nothing else. To begin with, it can be taken
into an immediate full vertical climb and can accelerate while climbing. It
can cruise at 40,000ft (12,192m) at Mach 1.2 (1,470km/h), with the nose
heading 20 degrees off the course of travel to enhance stealth.
In a paper prepared for manufacturer Lockheed, test pilot Paul Metz
wrote: “Supercruise, or the ability to travel at high supersonic speeds
without afterburner, is one trick in a bag of tricks offered by the F-22.
But this trick happens to be exclusive to the Raptor. While fighter
aircraft have been flying faster than sound since the Century series
of fighters, they almost always required an afterburner for supersonic
flight. Because afterburner severely reduced range, supersonic flight
was exploited for only relatively short periods of time – for example to
avoid ground fire or run down an adversary.
“Some of today’s frontline fighters can maintain slight supersonic
flight with non-afterburning thrust without a full weapons load and
without external tanks, but the Raptor can sustain much higher speeds
for much longer periods with a full load of weapons.
“This ability to supercruise gives the F-22 huge offensive and
defensive tactical advantages. Supercruise performance demonstrated
in flight tests with the Raptor is nothing short of eye-watering.”

Problems and Fixes

At Langley, Elmendorf, Hickam and Tyndall, pilots and maintainers
of combat-coded F-22s face familiar challenges, even while their
brethren are deployed into harm’s way. A recent decline in the cost of
fuel, considered temporary, hasn’t made a dent in the $68,362 hourly
cost of flying a Raptor; pilots sometimes feel they spend too many
hours in the simulator and too few in the cockpit.
A US Air Force-wide shortage of maintainers, caused by flawed
personnel policies of a decade ago, is affecting the sortie rate in some
F-22 units. The worldwide pilot shortage, civilian and military, is
expected in the near future to reduce the numbers of new F-22 pilots
who are needed most – the freshly minted first lieutenants who will
grow with the aircraft over the next two decades.
There are issues everywhere, from spare parts to standards
enforcement, because the number of combat-coded F-22s is so small
(126 in operational units on May 31, out of 187 built). Perhaps it
would be a comfort to F-22 advocates if they knew the obvious: while
their six squadrons (plus affiliate units) may not seem enough, they’re
almost equivalent in strength to the entirety of the Royal Air Force.
It isn’t enough. Everybody knows it isn’t enough. But none of
that can detract from the contribution being made by the aircraft and
airmen of the combat-coded F-22 Raptor force.
Nothing can. Robert F Dorr
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from 2009 to 2014. The first beyond-visual-range missions were first
flown in 2014.”

DEPLOYMENTS
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T

he F-22’s career has been marked by the
milestones of its deployments, first to stateside
exercises, then overseas and finally to combat
operations as part of the coalition air operations
over Syria and Iraq against Islamic State (IS) and
becoming a critical component of airpower.

this regional focus. Kadena Air Base on Okinawa received the first
F-22 deployment outside the US in 2007. Andersen Air Force Base
on Guam followed a year later. Outside the Pacific, the first F-22
deployment to the Gulf was to the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in
2009. All of these have been followed up by repeated deployments on
a regular basis.
While the F-22 is a stealth design, its deployments are highvisibility, designed to display, to friends and adversaries alike, that US
commitment includes a willingness to send its best fighter. Even a
small number of F-22s can convey this message, as well as providing
a ‘silver bullet’ operational capability against high-value air or ground
targets in a conflict.

Initial Deployments
After years of training deployments in the US
(such as Combat Hammer at Hill Air Force Base,
Utah, in October 2005, which saw its first supersonic live-bomb
deliveries), the F-22’s exercise debut was in the US-Canadian Northern
Edge in Alaska in June 2006, when it scored 144 simulated air-to-air
kills without any losses.
The exercise was also the first opportunity for other types of combat
aircraft to fly missions alongside the F-22, starting the process of
identifying synergies and making the aircraft a part of tactics. A US
Marine Corps F/A-18 pilot participating in the exercise was quoted as
saying the F-22 “made my airplane more effective”.
Perhaps the most valuable deployments for evolving the F-22’s
capabilities have been those to the US Air Force’s highly realistic, largescale Red Flag exercises. For new aircraft with emerging capabilities,
such as the F-22, participation is particularly critical. The type’s first
Red Flag at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, was in February 2007 and
its initial Alaska-based Red Flag in June 2012.
At Red Flag, the F-22’s pilots were not only able to hone their skills
and refine tactics they’d learnt during training and exercises at their
home bases and in other stateside training, but take them to a higher
level by operating as part of the most realistic simulated coalition and
joint air operations exercise available. Units equipped with other types
of aircraft learned how they could work with the F-22 and potentially
learn, as did the F/A-18 pilot, how to use the type to become more
effective in combat.

Rapid Raptor

The need to project a limited-size but high-capability F-22 force has
led to the development of the ‘Rapid Raptor’ deployment package –
which consists of four F-22s, supported by personnel and equipment
configured to fit in a single Boeing C-17 transport, and ready for
operations within 24 hours of arrival at their destination. The feasibility
of this concept was demonstrated by a test deployment to Elmendorf
Air Force Base in Alaska in August 2013.
As well as providing a message of commitment to US friends and
a show of force to adversaries, F-22 deployments afford additional
training opportunities such as participation in multinational exercises,
including Iron Falcon in the UAE and Foal Eagle in Korea.
As with the Red Flags, it is not just the F-22 fleet that has benefited
from these deployments, but other coalition and joint-service aircraft
that have had the opportunity of seeing the Raptor’s capabilities and
thinking about the best way to take advantage of interaction with a
fifth-generation fighter in a simulated combat environment.
Sometimes, potential threats come to the F-22s. Those based in Alaska
have had to scramble to escort Russian Air Force Tupolev Tu-95 Bear-H
bombers through international airspace. But it’s overseas deployments
that have brought Raptors closer to action, including an incident in
September 2013 when an F-22 on a deployment to the UAE was flying
an HVAAE (high-value air asset escort) mission for a US Air Force MQ-1
Predator UAV in international airspace. The fighter was alerted that two

Pacific Focus

Three of the six combat-coded F-22 squadrons are based around
the Pacific Rim, and the type’s first overseas deployments reflected

An F-22 pilot performs pre-flight checks. TSgt Russ Scalf/US Air Force
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Iranian McDonnell
F-4E Phantoms were
approaching the Predator.
US Air Force chief of staff General Mark Walsh
described what happened next. “He [the Raptor pilot] flew under
their aircraft [the F-4s] to check out their weapons load without them
knowing he was there, and then pulled up on their left wing and then
called them and said: ‘You really ought to go home.’”

required
to engage the
dense and sophisticated
integrated air defence system in Syria
which, while weakened by years of civil war,
was at its height among the most capable in the
developing world.
Lieutenant General William Mayville, director of operations
for the US Joint Chiefs of Staff, told a press conference on September
24 that the Syrians did not turn on their radars or oppose the strike.
The F-22’s participation in the anti-IS air campaign, first over Syria
and then subsequently over Iraq, has not received the intense publicity
associated with its first combat mission. When it became apparent
that sophisticated aircraft or surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) would not
be used against coalition aircraft, tactics shifted. More recently, the
emphasis has been on using the F-22’s stealth and sensor capability to
fuse information with that from off-board sensors, providing improved
situational awareness.
By February 2, F-22s had flown 112 combat sorties – some lasting
up to 12 hours with multiple refuelling – and delivered 132 air-tosurface munitions. General Herbert ‘Hawk’ Carlisle, commander of
Air Combat Command, was quoted as saying the Raptor’s primary
function in these sorties has been “making sure other airplanes are
aware of what’s around them and, in cases where they need to, direct
them so they stay out of any potential threat”.

Combat

The F-22s that went into combat for the first time on the night of
September 23, 2014 were in striking range of their targets because they
were participating in the ongoing series of deployments to the UAE.
F-22 Block 35s from the 1st Fighter Wing, were part of the initial threewave strike (including cruise missiles) against IS targets in Syria. “They
did very, very well the other night – very well,” said a US Department
of Defense (DoD) spokesman on September 24.
In the strike, the F-22s initially acted as offensive counter-air aircraft
but, with no air targets to engage, they then dropped their weapon
loads of two internally carried GBU-32 1,000lb (454kg) JDAM (Joint
Direct Attack Munition) guided bombs on a ground target. Video
footage released by the DoD showed an F-22 attacking what was said
to be an IS command and control facility (captured from the Syrian
military) at Raqqah. It showed a non-contact explosion demolishing
rooftop radio equipment while leaving the building standing.
High-technology US aircraft in the initial strike
included not only the F-22s but also US Air Force
F-16CJs with Raytheon AGM-88 HARMs (high-speed anti-radiation
missiles) in the suppression of enemy air defences role and US Navy EA6B Prowlers in a stand-off electronic warfare role. None of them were
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Flying Sensor Suite

suggested by Lockheed Martin’s Project Missouri flight demonstration
in December 2013 when, without compromising its stealth, an F-22
passed data in flight to Lockheed Martin’s F-35 Co-operative Avionics
Testbed, a modified Boeing 737.
Additional secure communications capabilities have been achieved
by integrating a secure Rockwell Collins radio, along with two L-3
Communications systems to handle the encrypt/decrypt function, into
the F-22’s AN/ASQ-220 communications, navigation and identification
(CNI) system. This capability was reportedly developed in less
than seven months through using existing US Air Force networking
standards and software developed for an unspecified UAV, probably
the stealth Lockheed Martin RQ-170. The new capability was then

Gen Walsh said on February 27 that the US Air Force has been able
to use the F-22 in combat in a way the air force has “never been able to
use an airplane before”. This echoed the September 30, 2014 statement
on the F-22’s combat role in the campaign by Major General Jeffrey
Harrigan, the Air Force Assistant Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations,
Plans and Requirements: “Whatever that combination of aircraft that’s
out there at that particular time, they’re able to provide them with
situational awareness as to what they’re seeing – which then builds, for
that other aircraft, more situational awareness about what’s going on.
Every single package that goes north [in Iraq and Syria] has F-22s.”
Speaking in Arlington, Virginia, on June 1, Gen Carlisle described
how the F-22’s “ability to enhance everyone else and ability to give the
whole force situational awareness” have led to the development and
use of combat tactics making use of the Raptor being a “flying sensor
suite with remarkable capabilities” at passing information.
The F-22’s flexibility was, he added, demonstrated by one pilot’s
experience in a 12-hour mission, during which he “re-roled five times.
He went to the tanker about seven times, did strikes, escort... He did
redirect, did ISR [intelligence surveillance and reconnaissance] and
passed data.”
Noting that F-22 operations have been primarily at night, Gen
Carlisle described another mission where Raptors targeted threat
anti-aircraft artillery “as far west in Syria as possible, where only F-22s
could have done it” and were able to deliver their JDAMs onto this
target “14-and-a-half hours after it was first detected”.

Stealth

The details of the connectivity enhancements required to enable
the F-22 to carry out its missions over Syria and Iraq while remaining
stealthy, have not been publicly revealed. But how it is done was

integrated on the F-22 and tested within 30 days.
Another approach to network connectivity would be using a suitably
equipped relay aircraft, either stealthy (such as the RQ-170) or nonstealthy (such as the Bombardier E-11A), as an intermediary for the
F-22. Some or all of these techniques may be used over Syria and Iraq.
In the absence of opposition, the Raptor’s stealth characteristics
(which could require that its network connectivity be limited to low
probability of intercept directional antennas and communication links)
are less important, but its target identification capability is highly useful.
Similarly, the F-22’s current limitations in using networked tactics
– its Intra Flight Data Link provides communications with other
F-22s and its Link 16 data link is receive-only – is less of a liability
in the current permissive threat environment. But this underlines
that planned improvements in F-22 connectivity will only become
operational when the combat-coded aircraft receive the Increment 3.2
upgrade.
Retired US Air Force Lieutenant General David Deptula, once in
charge of the service’s ISR programmes, was quoted as saying: “It
doesn’t do a whole lot of good to build the world’s most advanced
aircraft and then not be able to share the data automatically
with other aircraft in the constellation. That’s being
penny-wise but pound-foolish.” David C Isby

Above right: Airmen install an auxiliary power unit into an F-22 Raptor. The repair is uncommon and considered heavy maintenance. TSgt Russ Scalf/US Air Force
Top: An F-22 Raptor assigned to the 27th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron pulls out of its parking shelter for a strike mission over Syria. TSgt Russ Scalf/US Air Force
Above left: Maintainers troubleshoot the communications, navigation and identification system on an F-22 Raptor assigned to the 95th Expeditionary Fighter Squadron. TSgt Marie Brown/US Air Force
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New Capabilities

he F-22’s combat missions over Syria and Iraq
have demonstrated the operational implications
of its designed-in stealth, supersonic cruise
performance and onboard integrated avionics and
sensor systems. Together, they enable the Raptor
to operate in airspace that would be denied to
other aircraft.
The F-22 relies on upgraded capabilities to
provide situational awareness and air-to-air and airto-surface weapons capabilities. Its systems remain
a work in progress and the full potential of the design will only start to be
reached once the planned upgrade of all combat-coded F-22s to Block
35 configuration is completed and Increment 3.2B operational.
A number of upgrades have been incorporated into the F-22, both
pre-planned and those put in place in response to an emerging need.
For example, the onboard oxygen generator was changed in response to
highly publicised hypoxia-like events that led to F-22s being temporarily
grounded in 2012. Those problems have not recurred in more than three
years and a permanent solution, the retrofit of the Automatic Back-up
Oxygen System, is on track for completion this year.

The F-22 requires modifications to meet developing threats (such as
the need to be integrated in networked operations without compromising
stealth) and take advantage of new weapons technologies.
This is reflected in the Fiscal Year (FY) 2016 budget request for
F-22 modernisation, announced in February, which called for $403.2
million for research, development test and evaluation to create the
upgrades and a further $202.4 million to produce and install them.
The need for these upgrades reflects significant differences between
aircraft. As the campaign against Islamic State opened in 2014, the
F-22 force had about 34 Block 20 airframes, 63 Block 30s and 86
Block 35s. The Block 35 configuration enhanced the integrated sensor
and avionics suite with the side-looking synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
and an electronic attack capability. The satellite communications and
data link compatibility introduced with the Block 30 was upgraded
with additional processing power. The Block 35’s enhanced stores
management system (ESMS) affords wider weapons integration, while
earlier versions require more extensive modernisation to ensure
weapons compatibility.
The F-22 force uses two different software iterations, Increments

Top: An F-22 Raptor releases an inert GBU-32 JDAM over the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico. Jim Haseltine
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KEY SENSORS AND SYSTEMS
Northrop Grumman/Raytheon AN/APG-77(V)1 active
electronically scanned array (AESA) radar
The F-22’s upgraded multi-mode AESA radar was fitted as original
equipment to all Block 30 and Block 35 aircraft. It was capable
of interleaving the situational awareness provided by air-to-air
search, multi-target tracking, weather mapping and air-to-ground
modes and side arrays, even before Increment 3.1 enhanced its
capability. Its highly directional radar reduces the probability
of interception. It is reported to be capable of detecting a 1m2
(10.76 sq ft) radar cross section target at a range of approximately
109 nautical miles (200km). A fighter-sized target can reportedly
be detected at 125-150nm (231-277km), over twice the range of
the F-15C’s original APG-63.
TRW AN/ASQ-220
The TRW AN/ASQ-220 integrated communication/navigation/
identification (CNI) system was designed to maintain the F-22’s
stealth while sharing information between aircraft systems, without
pilot involvement in combat situations. The CNI system includes the
intra flight data link, the Link16 compatible Joint Tactical Information
Data System (JTIDS) receive-only terminal (made operational by
Increment 3.1), a Mk12 identification friend or foe Mode 5 capability
(operational with Increment 3.2B) and UHF/VHF radios (upgraded
to be capable of encrypted communications).
Hughes Common Integrated Processor (CIP)
The F-22 avionics architecture uses a central-processing system
that is interfaced with its sensors and avionics. The dual CIPs
provide redundant capabilities as mission computers. Increment
3.1 gave the CIPs upgraded software, enabling the use of
tailorable mission planning data for sensor emitter management
and multi-sensor fusion, including precise geolocation of selected
threat emitters, enabling targeting by weapons on board the F-22.

2.0 and 3.1. At the end of last year, 79 aircraft had been upgraded
with Increment 3.1. By 2018, the US Air Force will complete the
modernisation of all combat-coded F-22s (about 144 airframes,
those not out of service or set aside for training or development
missions) to Increment 3.1. All have already received the Increment
2 upgrade.
Having different airframe and software configurations complicates
operations – upgraded F-22s will automatically share information,
but pilots of earlier aircraft must manually input details into the flight
computer – and maintenance, as the same part built for an F-22 of one
block may not be interchangeable with an otherwise identical one due
to embedded software differences.

BAE Systems AN/ALR-94 Integrated Electronic Warfare System
The F-22’s Integrated Electronic Warfare System (IEWS) was included
in all Block 30 and 35 aircraft when they were built. It provides radar
warning, countermeasures deployment and missile launch detection
functions. The system’s integral AN/ALE-52 dispenses chaff, flares,
decoys and expendable active jammer payloads.
But the IEWS is primarily designed to achieve a first-look, first-kill
against multiple targets while the F-22’s stealth capabilities are not
compromised, through target detection, classification, tracking
and engagement. The system, which uses sensor data generated
by the suite’s passive sensors, represents the first-ever deployment
of a wideband electronic warfare digital receiver on a fighter, with
electronic apertures on the wings and fuselage providing 360º
coverage. Recent upgrades to the IEWS have been part of the
F-22’s current enhanced precision geolocation capability.
Automatic Ground Collision Avoidance System
The F-22’s Automatic Ground Collision Avoidance System (Auto
GCAS) has been developed by Lockheed Martin’s Skunk Works,
the Air Force Research Laboratory and NASA, using technologies
developed for the F-16’s GCAS system. Auto GCAS will warn
the pilot of impending flight into terrain and then, if there is no
change in direction, take temporary control and put the aircraft
into an automatic recovery manoeuvre. It will execute a rapid
roll to upright, followed by a 5g pull-up until terrain avoidance is
assured. It achieves this by continuously updating a projection of the
aircraft’s flight path and, with reference to the onboard digital terrain
elevation database, checks to see if the aircraft is in imminent danger.
Auto GCAS can be overridden. A pilot activated recovery system
(PARS) function enables a disoriented or hypoxic pilot to initiate an
automated recovery manoeuvre.

Radar Modes

The Increment 3.1 upgrade provides new air-to-ground radar
modes for the F-22’s Northrop Grumman/Raytheon APG-77(V)1
active electronically scanned array (AESA) and a SAR ground mapping
capability. An improved geolocation capability will enhance the
aircraft’s ability to self-target weapons such as JDAMs (Joint Direct
Attack Munitions), enabling a pilot to select multiple targets and hit
them with several weapon types.
Increment 3.1 makes it possible for an F-22 to carry up to eight
250lb (133kg) GBU-39/B SDB I (Small Diameter Bomb) guided
munitions internally and attack two fixed targets in a single sortie.
This capability has undergone extensive live-fire testing. Fleet-wide
SDB operations are scheduled to start in October 2017. Increment
3.1 will also make possible an electronic attack capability, though

Top right: An F-22 Raptor loaded with four GBU-39/B Small Diameter Bomb test articles

during a loads test flight designed to ensure the GBU-39 does not exceed the aircraft’s
structural load boundaries. Darin Russell/US Air Force
Above middle: Ammo troops load an inert GBU-32 JDAM into an F-22’s internal weapons
bay. Jim Haseltine
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this will not be made operational in the short term. That will give
the potential for F-22s to be the AESA’s precision radar beam –
which could be used for jamming or burning out electronics by
broadcasting concentrated energy.

Increment 3.2

The F-22 will not be able to use the Block 35 configuration’s full
capability until the Increment 3.2B upgrade is operational. Increment
3.2, which has become a major defence acquisition programme in
its own right, is divided into increments 3.2A and 3.2B. These are
respectively on track for fielding in July (and completion in 2017) and
2020 (completion in 2022).
Increment 3.2 will deliver advanced electronic protection and
combat identification, and significantly improve ground threat
geolocation. It will also integrate weapons including the Raytheon
AIM-120D AMRAAM (advanced medium range air-to-air missile) and
AIM-9X Sidewinder Block II. The first live-fire testing of the AIM-9X
from an F-22 took place in April.
When the ESMS is upgraded through the installation of Increment
3.2, Raptors will have an ability to re-target up to eight SDBs in
flight. All Increment 3.2-upgraded F-22s will have a Link 16 standard
data link receive (but not transmit) capability and enhanced combat
identification systems. The Automatic Ground Collision Avoidance
System will be retrofitted as part of Increment 3.2.

Stealthy Link 16

These upgrades will not end the F-22’s evolution. A priority is fitting
a stealthy Link 16 transmit capability, which will permit the enhanced
exchange of tactical information to other types of aircraft and to ground
units. The first 155 F-22s were built with their integral computer
systems using 32-bit, 25MHz chips, which are long obsolete and
require replacement. One proposed upgrade would replace all the
computer systems with a single, integrated open-architecture system
similar to that designed for the F-35. The planned Increment 3.3
upgrade, intended to include
an automatic target tracking
capability, is not yet funded.

be selected later this year.
Another scheduled F-22 upgrade is the ‘fifth to fourth-generation’
gateway programme, intended to facilitate improved network connectivity
between F-22s, F-35s and F-15C Eagles, especially in air-to-air combat.
This programme, seen as enabling network-centric US Air Force air
combat operations into the 2040s, is planned to start in FY 2017.

Armament

The F-22’s armament is, except for those weapons reserved for
external mounting, integrated into its stealth design. The internal
General Dynamics 20mm M61A2 Vulcan cannon (with 480 rounds
of ammunition) was adapted to the F-22 by placing its muzzle behind
a flush-mounted fuselage door that only snaps open before firing, to
reduce any disruption of the F-22’s stealthy radar cross section alerting
a potential target.
The main air-to-air weapons capability is with the missiles carried
in the F-22’s three internal weapons bays. The Raptor currently uses
Raytheon AIM-9M Sidewinders, one in each side bay, mounted on
LAU-141/A trapeze-type launchers. Up to six Raytheon AIM-120C-7
AMRAAMs can be carried in the main weapons bay on LAU-142/A
vertical ejection launchers.
For air-to-surface missions, two 1,000lb (454kg) GBU-32 JDAMs
and up to eight GBU-39/B SDBs can be mounted in the main weapons
bay, along with two AMRAAMs. For situations where full use of the
F-22’s stealth characteristics are not required, the four underwing stores
stations, plumbed for the use of external fuel tanks, are each
capable of carrying 5,000lb (2,268kg). David C Isby

Helmet Mounted Display
To take advantage of the
improved weapons capability
provided by Increment 3.2,
the US Air Force wants the
F-22 to get a technologically
mature helmet-mounted display
system that would be able to
cue its sensors and weapons.
This system would have to be
capable of being fielded by
2021, with funding to start in
FY 2017. The Thales Scorpion
helmet-mounted display has
already been demonstrated on
the Raptor. A system to meet
this requirement is expected to

Above left: The APG-77 radar’s T/R module array as published by Northrop Grumman. Northrop Grumman
Above right: Ammo troops load an AIM-120C7 AMRAAM missile into an F-22’s internal weapons bay. Jim Haseltine
Top: F-22 Raptor 4002 fires an AIM-9 Sidewinder air-to-air missile during a separation test at 40,000 feet. Flown at a 26° angle-of-attack at only Mach 0.4, the test flight demonstrated the
Raptor’s ability to operate at slow speeds in a combat environment and still maintain manoeuvrability. Judson Brohmer/US Air Force
Opposite top left: The hydraulic door of the F-22 Raptor’s internal-mounted 20mm M61A2 six-barrel Gatling gun in the open position during a high-speed functionality test. Judson Brohmer/US Air Force
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PRATT&WHITNEY’S

F119 ENGINE
T

he genesis of the Pratt & Whitney F119 low-bypass
turbofan engine which powers the F-22 Raptor began
in 1981, when the US Air Force issued a request for
information for an Advanced Tactical Fighter (ATF)
intended to replace the McDonnell Douglas F-15 as
the USAF’s primary air-superiority fighter.
Michael Ondas, General Manager of the F119
programme for Pratt & Whitney, said that within
the Pentagon, “in the early 1980s, there was a
lot of concern regarding development of peer
advanced fighters [by the Soviet Union] pushing F-15s, F-16s, etc.”
By May 1983, defence contractors had supplied enough stealth,
supercruise and manoeuvrability design ideas for the ATF for the
Pentagon to issue a request for proposals for development of a Joint
Advanced Fighter Engine (JAFE) to power the proposed new USAF
fighter. That September, Pratt & Whitney and General Electric were
contracted to develop JAFE prototypes.

YF-23 for a fly-off for the ATF production award. Pratt & Whitney
and General Electric were each contracted to produce six prototype
engines – two for each of the two fly-off competitors and two for testing
in F-15 test-beds. The YF-23 flew for the first time in late August 1990
and the YF-22 a month later.
Although GE’s YF120 was a revolutionary design boasting the
first-ever adaptive-cycle fan, which added to its complexity but which
paired well with both the YF-22 and YF-23, on April 23, 1991 the
US Air Force selected the YF-22/YF119 combination for production.
Reportedly, while the YF-23 was faster and stealthier than the YF-22,
the latter was more agile.
For the team that had developed the F119 at P&W’s West Palm
Beach facility, the news was momentous. Crowds of employees
gathered in marquees near the humid Florida Everglades to find out
from P&W’s president what the USAF’s decision would be.
“It was a huge decision for the company – we knew it was a huge
opportunity to do something very different and … something very
advanced for the next 20 years,” recalled Ondas. F119 ground testing
began in December 1992 and the F-22 first flew in September 1997,
the type achieving USAF full operational capability in December 2007.

The Fly-Off

In October 1986, from five designs from different contractors, the US
Air Force chose the Lockheed Martin YF-22 and Northrop Grumman

Fewer Parts

One big advantage of P&W’s deceptively simple F119 design was
that, although the F119 would generate much more thrust than any
previous US fighter engine, it had 40% fewer parts than the fourthgeneration F100 powering the F-15 and F-16. For the first time in a
fighter engine, the F119 employed one-piece integrally bladed rotors
(IBRs), for all three fan stages and several of its six compressor stages.
“In the late 1980s and early 1990s, the availability of CFD
(computational flow dynamics) was growing by leaps and bounds,” as
computer processing power grew exponentially, said Ondas. “Design
tools were significantly enhanced. With the introduction of IBRs we
saw significant benefits from aerodynamics, and efficiency benefits in
the engine.”
Also, where the F100 and F110 employed two high-pressure turbine
(HPT) stages and two low-pressure turbine (LPT) stages, the F119 used
only one of each – cutting the number of turbine parts in the engine by
half compared with all previous US fighter-turbofan designs.
However, said Ondas, “Within that simplification, each of the parts
involved were much more technologically advanced, because of what
was being asked of them.” P&W’s F119 design work was informed

The 507th and last F119 engine built by Pratt & Whitney. All images Pratt & Whitney
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achieved this with the F119’s twodimensional vectoring exhaust nozzle.
Under the control of the engine’s fullauthority digital engine control, the convergentdivergent nozzle can be vectored up to
20 degrees upwards or downwards. This
improves the F-22’s agility and helps keep
the aircraft’s exhaust signature from being
visible to radars and infrared sensors. The
F119 produces no visible smoke, making the
F-22 less detectable from the air or ground.

by the company’s previous military-engine research efforts, “but,
realistically, it was looking to be done clean-sheet – [the F119] was
operating in a higher-temperature environment than the F100.”
Many advanced materials, cooling and aerodynamics technologies
went into the F119’s design, whose maximum thrust remains classified.
(It is officially “in the 35,000lb [155.7kN] class”, but various sources
suggest the F119’s maximum thrust is actually in the 37,000lb39,000lb [164.6kN-173.5kN] range.)

Reduced Maintenance Requirement

Other requirements were for the F119 to need less maintenance
than previous engines and for maintenance access to it to be easy. To
this end, said Ondas, P&W’s chief engineer spent a lot of time with
USAF aircraft mechanics working out how the F119 could best be
designed for maintainability.
Ondas said the resulting design made sure “all externals” – line
replaceable units (LRUs) – “were laid out one deep on the [engine]
case so they’re accessible” to mechanics. The engine uses “captured
fasteners” – any fasteners which dislodge are captured before they can
enter the engine as foreign object debris – and no FOD-inducing safety
wire. All the F119’s wiring harnesses are colour-coded and of “quickdisconnect” design, so that any LRU can be replaced in 20 minutes.
Only six “common” hand tools are required for F119 field
maintenance and “the engine comes apart very cleanly in modules”,
so that any module can be removed easily from the engine. This
has stood the F119 well in service, said Ondas: “There has been no
engine-related loss of an aircraft and it has achieved a best-in-class
performance record” for reliability and durability.
When the F-22 first saw combat duty, over Syria last September in
missions against Islamic State, “the system performed quite well,” said
Ondas. Pilots reported they had no concerns about the engines, even
during attack-co-ordination missions exceeding 12 hours in duration.
Hearing F-22 pilots describing the F119 as “reliable and dependable”
in combat was music to P&W engineers’ ears.
P&W began delivering F119s in late 2000 and when production
ended in December 2012 had built 507. The F119’s depot
maintenance overhaul interval is 4,325 total accumulated cycles.
Ondas said this means each F119 will, on average, need a depot
overhaul every 10-15 years. In 2011 the F119 Heavy Maintenance
Center at Tinker Air Force Base in Oklahoma received its first engine
for depot maintenance, P&W announcing in March 2013
that this first full overhaul was complete. Chris Kjelgaard

Technologies in the F119

These technological improvements began at the front of the engine,
where P&W’s decision to employ wide-chord, hollow titanium fan
blades let it design the blades without a shroud. In older engines, the
shroud is a ring of metal which connects each fan blade some distance
from the fan’s outer circumference, stiffening the fan. The shroudless
design improved the F119’s efficiency, as did P&W’s decision to
use wide-chord, high stage-load blades for each compressor stage.
Making the compressor blades wider and their aerodynamics more
three-dimensional also made them more durable.
Another efficiency improvement came from P&W’s decision to
make the F119’s two spools counter-rotate. This aerodynamically
conditioned the airflow entering the engine’s compressor from its LPTdriven fan stages, improving the efficiency of the airflow through the
compressor – and also improving the efficiency of the airflow entering
the counter-rotating LPT stage after it had exited the HPT.
P&W employed its patented ‘Alloy C’ – a heat-resistant, non-burning
titanium alloy officially known as Ti-35V-15Cr-0.05C – to make the
F119’s compressor stators, allowing the engine to run hotter and more
efficiently. P&W also used Alloy C for parts in the augmentor and
exhaust nozzle, increasing their durability.
The company used a ‘Floatwall’ design for the lining of the annular
combustor. Although P&W declines to comment on the Floatwall,
other sources report this combustor lining is made of thermally isolated
individual panels. Each panel is made of oxidation-resistant material
high in cobalt content and is cooled by air drawn from the compressor.
P&W made the F119’s HPT blades from single-crystal superalloy
material, incorporating cooling-air pathways; and it applied advanced
thermal barrier coatings to the blades.

Supercruising, Stealth and Agility

A key requirement for the F-22/F119 combination was that it would
be able to supercruise – achieve and maintain above-supersonic
speeds without using afterburner. (However, each of the F-22’s
two F119 engines has an augmentor in front of its exhaust nozzle,
providing reheat for quick acceleration even when the aircraft is flying
supersonically.)
P&W won’t reveal performance details of the F-22/F119
combination, other than Ondas saying the overall system design –
including “the raw power of the engine, which is a big factor” – allows
the F-22 to “supercruise at a very high reliability level [as] a result of
conscious design choices for the airframe and engine”. However,
the USAF’s official F-22 fact sheet confirms the F-22 can supercruise
at airspeeds “greater than 1.5 Mach”. In April 2012 the Lockheed
Martin-copyrighted website f22-raptor.com provided a “current
estimate” that the F-22 could supercruise at airspeeds of “1.72 Mach”.
The F-22 was also required to be stealthy and agile. P&W
Pratt & Whitney gave the F-22 considerable agility by developing a two-dimensional vectoring exhaust nozzle which can be vectored up to 20° upwards or downwards.
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INTRODUCTION

On May 1 F-22 Raptor 91-4007 took off from
runway 22 at Edwards Air Force Base in California,
an event I was privileged to witness. The aircraft,
assigned to the 411th Flight Test Squadron, is one of
six used by the F-22 Combined Test Force resident
at the desert super base. As the aircraft lifted off
the pilot retracted the landing gear, stayed low and
pulled into a vertical climb.
The dear old 1950s-era English Electric Lightning
was renowned for its ability to climb, a capability
we can no longer see in that Cold War stalwart.
And the 1970s-era McDonnell F-15 Eagle can still
turn heads in an unrestricted climb: an event rarely
seen these days.
Fast forward from yesteryear to Edwards on the ﬁrst

day of May 2015. One F-22, two Pratt & Whitney
F119 engines, 70,000lb of thrust, 15,000 feet of
runway and unrestricted airspace over the ﬁeld.
The take-off was nothing short of amazing – a true
testament to aerospace engineering. F-22 4007
climbed effortlessly until it was out of sight.
Twelve years earlier I watched an F-22 take off for
the ﬁrst time. The location: Edwards Air Force Base.
The operation: ﬂight test. The experience: memorable. Nothing’s changed.
The F-22 is a fascinating aeroplane with phenomenal power, thrust-vector control, unsurpassed agility
and a lethal shoot and strike capability. Sleek and
potent the Silver Bullet’s ‘air dominance’
credentials remain supreme.
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